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Big picture thinking is arguably the most important cognitive skill for leaders.  After emotion intelligence

skills it seems to be what most distinguishes good leaders from great leaders.  It’s so important, we talk

a lot about “getting on the balcony” and about strategic thinking in LDP.  For those of you who would

like to improve your big picture thinking, I thought I’d summarize some suggestions here.

The following four recommendations are from John C. Maxwell’s book, “Thinking for a Change: 11 Ways

Highly Successful People Approach Life and Work.”  Big picture thinking is the 愬≴rst of eleven types of

thinking that Maxwell discusses in his book, and he recommends that to acquire big picture thinking

you should:

Learn from Every Experience.  Learn from your failures AND from your successes.  Take chances, try

di摤愮erent things, and take the time to learn from everything you do.  Practice re污昬ective action, the

continual cycle of learning, acting, and re污昬ecting that we discuss in LDP.

Gain Insight form a Variety of People.  Learn from other people’s experiences as well as your own. 

Talk with people from di摤愮erent units, organizations, and industries; listen to their views and opinions.  

And make a real e摤愮ort to seek out people who have expertise in areas you don’t and who have

experiences deeper and broader than your own.  Listen intently to them; ask good, open-ended

questions; and think about how to apply what you learn.

Don’t Strive for Certainty.  Instead strive for clarity.  Connect the unconnected.  Bring together diverse

ideas, become comfortable with ambiguity, and be able to hold seemingly opposite points of view in

mind at the same time.  As Maxwell says, if you want to cultivate the ability to think big picture, then you

must get used to embracing and dealing with complex and diverse issues.

Expand Your World.  Make an e摤愮ort to get outside your world and see other people’s worlds from their

eyes.  And give yourself permission to break out of the status quo.  Find new ideas and new worlds to

explore.  Pay attention to social, economic, and demographic trends as well as technology trends.  Visit

new places, read new books, meet new people, and learn new skills.

Here are a few more suggestions:
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Carve Out Time for Big Picture Thinking.  Use “defensive calendaring” by setting aside and defending

time on your calendar for thinking strategically.  An hour or two a week is a great goal, but everyone, in

my opinion,  should set aside at least a half a day per quarter devoted to big picture thinking.  (UW-IT

sta摤愮 can use Leap Forward or No Meeting days for this.)   If you are so overwhelmed by the details of

your job that you can’t do this, then you aren’t being a leader.

Tap Di䐤erent Parts of Your Brain.  Write down your ideas and then try di摤愮erent approaches that use

di摤愮erent areas of your brain.  Sketch out your ideas with colored pens, talk about them with others,

pace the 污昬oor or listen to music while you think about them, or draw mind maps.   Take a break: give

the dominant side of your brain a rest, allow your ideas to incubate, and then come back to them.

Cultivate the Characteristics of Big Picture Thinkers.  Practice being curious, 污昬exible, optimistic, and

future focused.   Be genuinely interested and curious in what’s going on in your organization, your 愬≴eld,

and your environment in general.  Learn about and understand your organization’s vision, mission, and

goals.  Be adaptable and 污昬exible in your approaches and be able to shift your thinking when new

information comes to light.  Have a positive outlook; look at challenges as opportunities and believe

that success is possible.  And constantly be open to new ideas and looking at how they may play out in

the future.

What do you do to practice and improve your big picture thinking?  As I said in my blog last week on

Improving Emotional Intelligence, I like lists of tips and 愬≴nd them useful, so if you have suggestions,

please let me know!
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